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Medium Concetta Bertoldi answers all your questions about life after life. . . from the irreverent: (If

the dead are always with us, do they have a XXX view of my bedroom?). . . to the poignant: (Will my

deceased father be with me when I walk down the aisle on my wedding day?) . . . to the heartfelt:

(When loved ones leave this life too early or under tragic circumstances, are they eternally

heartbroken or can they find peace in heaven?)Concetta Bertoldi has been communicating with the

"Other Side" since childhood. In Do Dead People Watch You Shower?, the first-ever book of its

kind, she exposes the naked truth about the fate and happiness of our late loved ones with

no-holds-barred honesty and delightfully wry humor, answering questions that range from the

practical to the outrageous. In addition she shares with us her own intimate secrets, revealing with

refreshing candor how her miraculous gift has affected her life, her marriage, her friendships, and

her career, as well as the myriad ways she has used it to help others.
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When I saw this book, I was a little leery to read it because as a Christian, I've been taught that

"mystical" things are to be avoided (psychics, ghosts, etc). However, Bertoldi often mentions that

she belives in God and that in her "readings," she asks for God's protection. That, plus the

interesting title, caused me to read the book, and I am glad that I did!For people who are unsure

about the afterlife or the existence of God, in no way does Bertoldi preach or push her beliefs

throughout the book. She even mentions that her husband is a nonbeliever. Rather, Bertoldi shares



her experiences and the things that she has learned from the spiritual world.Personally, I've never

really been a believer in ghosts and aliens and things, but Bertoldi's work makes a really good case

for a spiritual world that is near our own. It hasn't made me a hard-core believer in mediums and

such, but it's at least opened my mind more, helped answer random questions that I've had about

death, etc. It made me stop and question if I'm living a good life, and it helped pull my focus away

from living an Earth-life to trying to live a life that is more fit for Heaven.Very interesting book. I

highly recommend it!

I enjoyed the question and answer format of the book. It made it a light read; however, in some

answers she described the dead as individualike with the ability to see everything we do and in

other answers she stated that we become part of one mass or unit. I hate to think that when I speak

to my late husband I am actually speaking to one collective. Another contradiction was when the

Other Side is described as only able to feel love, no emotions, judgement, anger or sadness

.....They are no longer human and therefore don't need these things, but in another answer will tell

you how They will hide your keys to be playful because They still have a sense of humor. Either

They remain individualike and retain some humanlike qualities or They become one omniconcious

blob... And why is it that a personal reading lasts about 10 minutes, because that's all the spirits can

last, but they tend to be able to hang out in her hallway all night? I sound like a skeptic, but I am not.

I do think Concetta has the ability, but perhaps just needs to clarify some things. I do believe there is

an Other Side and I do believe there are special people who can contact this Side, but I also believe

that 90% of people who say they have the ability actually do not.

I loved this book. I can't say that Concetta Bertoldi convinced me that life of the spirit continues

beyond physical death because I was already a believer. But I loved Concetta's warmth and

irreverence, and while a lot of her stories just confirmed what I already believed, there were also a

LOT that made even a believer say, "Wow." One thing that stood out for me is nothing "paranormal"

or "spiritual" at all - that was Concetta's advice for anyone who wants to be happier, just SMILE.

This is a wonderful book! The question and answer format is one that has long been needed for this

kind of subject. Examples of two of the questions: "Are we still married to our spouses on the Other

Side?" "How is it that the dead, in spirit form, can manipulate material objects on this side?" I had

long wondered about the latter, and her answer made perfect sense to me.Concetta does an

excellent job of explaining the basics of the afterlife and reincarnation, in a gentle and fun way. I



have long believed in what she says, but still enjoyed reading her answers. This is the perfect book

to introduce someone to the Afterlife and reincarnation.

The title of this book, "Do Dead People Watch you Shower?" has been a question of mine so I

bought the book to find out the answer. Unfortuately, according to the author, the answer is yes,

dead people do watch us shower and watch us do everything else that we thought was private. This

wasn't the answer that I wanted to hear but later in the book she presented information about two

readings where she did not see any spirits around the two people she was giving readings to. I'm

hoping that I might possibly fall into this category and if so, then my showers have been indeed

private. LOLThe book is written in a question/answer format and she includes some questions

where she says she really doesn't know the answers. I thought this was alittle strange as I would

have expected and preferred her to only include the questions that she could answer and leave out

any that she couldn't. Anyway, the book was very interesting.

After having read hundreds of near death experience stories on nderf.org, I was a full believer going

into this book and the author only validated what I have already learned. My disappointment

occurred when I discovered that many things the author discusses in the book are her "beliefs"

rather than what she "knows to be true" from her communications with spirits. If she has been in

contact with thousands of spirits, why doesn't she "know" more? I also wasn't interested in all the

celebrities who have come to see her. I guess I just feel that there were many great questions that

were never asked. What about the billions of planets out there? Do we always just reincarnate to

earth? Are beings from other planets walking the same walk as us earthlings? She discusses astral

travel and how she leaves through her bedroom window because her hallway is full of spirits that

are arriving early for the next day's clients. I say that if you plan on writing a book about the spirit

world, forget astral travel, as you have more important things to do. Get into the hall and start asking

the spirits some really good questions. The entire world is waiting for their answers.
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